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3Statistic Description Ctl. Range Ctl. Mean
Asphericity ‘Directedness’ of the path [0.0891, 0.810] 0.420
Straightness (Total distance)/(total path length) [0.0694, 0.374] 0.185
Sinuosity ‘Twistedness’ of the path [0.165, 0.726] 0.50
Step length Distance between consecutive steps [1.04, 9.12] 2.20
Turn angle Angle between consecutive motion vectors [1.53, 2.28] 1.82
Volume/time Volume occupies per unit time [1.42, 69.0] 10.4
SA/time SA occupies per unit time [0.664, 26.7] 4.23
Table S1. Stem cell migration statistics for ctl. Description of the cell migration
statistics used to quantify tracks in 3D for control (ctl.) cells. SA, surface area.
Statistic Description Inf. Range Inf. Mean
Asphericity ‘Directedness’ of the path [0.0989, 0.978] 0.494
Straightness (Total distance)/(total path length) [0.103, 0.888] 0.375
Sinuosity ‘Twistedness’ of the path [0.0817, 0.736] 0.416
Step length Distance between consecutive steps [0.888, 14.4] 3.63
Turn angle Angle between consecutive motion vectors [1.16, 2.53] 1.72
Volume/time Volume occupies per unit time [1.70, 135] 26.7
SA/time SA occupies per unit time [0.777, 61.3] 12.3
Table S2. Stem cell migration statistics for inf. Description of the cell migration
statistics used to quantify tracks in 3D for infected (inf.) cells. SA, surface area.
